Subjects smoothly pursued a target moving horizontally at 15 deg/s. After pursuit for 1 s, the target jumped 3 deg ahead of the fovea. At the moment of the jump, target velocity became 0 and 'effective visual feedback' assumed a value of either 0 (target retinally stabilized), −0.2, −0.4, or −1.0 (target fixed in space). With 0 visual feedback the eye continued to move smoothly at a moderate velocity, an apparent response to target position relative to the fovea. When negative visual feedback was present eye velocity decreased. With −0.2 and − 0.4 feedback, this decrease was not a simple exponential, but often consisted of an initial fast decrease followed by slower decrease. With − 1.0 feedback, eye velocity quickly decreased in an approximately exponential manner, and stopped. We were able to simulate these pursuit responses using a simple model of the pursuit system. Key features of the model are: (a) a target-velocity channel whose output decreases with target offset from the fovea, and whose gain switches from high to low as pursuit velocity approaches zero; (b) a target-position channel with a saturation non-linearity at 1-3 deg; and (c) a positive feedback loop with gain of less than 1.0. All of these features are essential to simulate the pursuit responses, especially with visual feedback values of −0.2 and − 0.4. Our results and model suggest that target position serves as an important stimulus in guiding smooth pursuit as pursuit velocity decreases, and especially during pursuit termination.
Introduction
Initiation of smooth pursuit eye movement in response to constant velocity target motion (ramp targetmotion) often involves oscillation of smooth eye velocity (Robinson, Gordon, & Gordon, 1986; . However, during the ramp target-motion, if the target suddenly jumps ahead of the eye and becomes stationary in space, the consequent decrease in pursuit velocity usually does not show oscillation; instead, the decrease is exponential (Robinson et al. 1986; Luebke & Robinson, 1988; Huebner et al., 1992; Krauzlis & Lisberger, 1994; Mohrmann & Thier, 1995; Krauzlis & Miles, 1996) . Two different types of models have been proposed to account for this asymmetry between pursuit initiation and termination. One of these (Robinson et al., 1986; Luebke & Robinson, 1988; Huebner et al., 1992) suggests that the motor system for pursuit initiation is not the same as that for termination: initiation comes from the smooth pursuit system with comparatively 'brisk' dynamics, while termination comes from a fixation system with sluggish dynamics. In the model of Huebner et al., (1992) the pursuit system is functionally in parallel with the fixation system. According to this scheme the pursuit system, responsible for initiation of smooth eye movement, causes oscillation of the eye. When the target jumps ahead (and becomes stationary), a 'neural switch' disables the pursuit system and activates the fixation system, causing exponential slowing of the eye. The second model, instead of two systems, consists of a single system that generates both oscillatory initiation and also the exponential termination (Krauzlis & Lisberger, 1994; Krauzlis & Miles, 1996) . The model's initiation response comes from underdamped dynamics, as in Robinson et al's model. During termination, however, oscillation is prevented either by modulating and decreasing the value of a gain component (Krauzlis & Miles, 1996) , or simply setting this gain component to zero (Krauzlis & Lisberger, 1994) .
Although the two types of models have substantially different implications for the type of functional neurophysiology underlying pursuit initiation and termination, they are the same in one important respect: both are 'retinal-slip' servomechanisms; that is, they both depend on target motion relative to the retina. Several studies show, however, that besides target motion, the smooth pursuit system can use target offset relative to the fovea (target position) as a stimulus (Pola & Wyatt, 1980; Morris & Lisberger, 1987; Segraves & Goldberg, 1994) . In these studies, the target jumped away from the fovea and was stabilized there, enabling target position to drive smooth pursuit with zero retinal slip. This type of experiment can be thought of as lying at one end of a parametric spectrum relative to the experiments (above) where the target jumped ahead of the fovea and became stationary in space: In both experimental procedures the target jumped ahead of the fovea; however, in one case, the jump ended with effective visual feedback of 0 (an open-loop stimulus), whereas in the other it led to visual feedback of − 1.0 (a closed-loop stimulus). [Throughout the paper, instead of 'effective visual feedback' we often use either 'visual feedback' or simply 'feedback.'] Earlier work of ours (Wyatt & Pola, 1983) suggested that open-loop smooth pursuit behavior may be predictive of closedloop pursuit behavior. Thus, it is possible that the mechanisms governing pursuit with target jump and 0 feedback may also be present with target jump and − 1.0 feedback, i.e. target position may serve as a stimulus guiding smooth pursuit both when the target is stabilized ahead of the fovea and when it is stationary in space.
To investigate this we have varied effective visual feedback systematically from 0 (the open-loop) to − 1.0. Our results show a systematic change in the pursuit response as the amount of negative visual feedback is increased. These responses can be simulated with a model of the smooth pursuit system involving both target velocity and position input mechanisms, together with a positive feedback loop. The results, together with a model simulation, suggest that target position has a significant role in driving the pursuit response as pursuit velocity decreases to near zero and during pursuit termination. The findings of this study have been reported in preliminary form (Pola & Wyatt, 1997b ).
Methods

Experimental setup
Subjects sat in a dark room and observed the pursuit stimulus with the left eye, using a bite bar to immobilize their heads. The stimulus was a small round target (0.33 deg diameter) projected on a screen, consisting of a vertical half-cylinder (radius 152 cm) with the subjects seated at the center. Target position was controlled by a servomotor/mirror combination (General Scanning) driven by computer. During the first part of each experimental trial, the subjects observed the target in the normal closed-loop condition. However, in the latter part of many trials, target position was influenced by the movement of the eye. For this, a signal of horizontal eye position was fed to the computer driving the servomotor/mirror system. This signal had small amounts of noise and drift (see below) and had a flat gain and little phase lag at frequencies involved in smooth eye movements (the system bandwidth was about 100 Hz). Thus, when driven by an eye movement signal, the change in mirror position would be expected to replicate the eye movement, including a saccade, almost exactly. We verified this in an earlier study (Pola & Wyatt, 1985) using an analog model of a similar system.
The horizontal position of the left eye was recorded with an infrared scleral reflection system (EyeTrac model 200, Narco Bio-Systems) modified to reduce noise. (The power supply was moved away from system circuitry, and signal transformers and circuit boards were magnetically shielded. Other modifications permitted electronic adjustment of the left/right balance of the infrared sensors.) High-gain records showed microsaccades and drifts, and the level of high-frequency noise was quite low (B 2-3 min arc). When carefully adjusted, the system was linear over the range of experimental eye movements (see below). The eye position signal was filtered (single-stage passive filter, corner at 125 Hz), and sampled at 4 ms intervals (250 samples/s). The analog filtering was used to reduce the effect of a 2 kHz signal related to the EyeTrac circuitry. (125 Hz is the approximate geometric mean of 2 kHz and the frequencies of interest.) Some inevitable 60 Hz hum was present, but (aside from the 2 kHz signal) there was negligible energy in the signal above 100 Hz. From a 625-sample dataset covering 2.5 s (the total pre-trial and trial duration), a 500-sample dataset was extracted for storage on disk. A primary reason for down-sampling was to permit more trials to be stored on disk. The down-sampling was carried out by weighted linear interpolation between neighboring points, providing an effective sampling interval of 5 ms (200 samples/s). The slight filtering effects of this procedure were directly assessed and found to be negligible below 50 Hz.
Experimental protocol
Prior to the start of an experimental trial, subjects observed the target located at the center of the screen ('0 deg') for about 3 s. Following this the target jumped 15 deg to the right or left and remained in the new position for 0.5 s (giving the subject time to refixate the target), after which the trial began. There were three types of experimental trials: target-jump (t-jump), target-fovea (t-fovea) and target-ramp (t-ramp). The principal type of trials was the t-jump trials. Here, the target initially moved horizontally toward the original fixation position (0 deg) at 15 deg/s. During this target ramp-motion, visual feedback was always − 1.0 (normal closed-loop stimulus). However, when the target crossed the 0 deg position, it immediately jumped to a retinal location 3 deg ahead of the fovea (in the direction of eye movement), its velocity became zero, and visual feedback assumed a value of either 0 (open-loop stimulus with target stabilized relative to the retina), or one of three negative values, −0.2, − 0.4 or − 1.0 (closed-loop stimuli). It should be noted that with the jump and 0 feedback, the eye could not catch up to the target (i.e. target retinal-slip velocity was zero and the target moved in space at the same velocity as the eye). On the other hand, as negative visual feedback increased from − 0.2 to −1.0, the ability of the eye to catch the target increased proportionately (i.e. target retinal-slip increased with feedback, where the slip was toward the fovea and opposed to position offset). In addition to trials with a 3 deg jump ahead, in some trials the target jumped either 1 deg ahead, 1 deg behind, or 3 deg behind the fovea, in each case with visual feedback becoming 0. (Data from these other types of trials are not presented here.)
In t-fovea trials, the target, instead of jumping away from the fovea, stepped onto the fovea with 0 visual feedback (open-loop stimulus with target stabilized relative to the fovea). In t-ramp trials, which served as a control condition, the target crossed the 0 deg position and continued on without any change in initial ramp behavior (feedback was −1.0 throughout).
The eye position signal was calibrated at the beginning of each experimental session and every 3 -5 trials thereafter: subjects sequentially fixated five horizontally spaced targets (15L, 7.5L, 0, 7.5R, 15R). The set of eye position signals was stored and a piecewise linear fit was used to generate the signal driving the target during stabilization and negative feedback conditions (see below). A subject typically served in three experimental sessions, where each session involved about 90 trials. These consisted of a random ordering of the different trial types (and feedback values), and a probability of 0.30 that a target-ramp trial would occur. After three sessions, the number of trials in each of the t-fovea and t-jump conditions (at a given feedback value) was about 10. The number of t-ramp trials was about 30.
System drift and nonlinearities
We have evaluated the quality of target stabilization in these types of experiments, details of which are presented in a previous study (Pola and Wyatt, 1997a This represents an error of visual feedback provided to the subject: instead of 0 feedback (perfect stabilization), the actual value would fall within 9 0.013 of 0. (c) Drift of the additive constant, i.e. change of straightahead eye position signal, on sequential trials (average for two subjects) was 0.409 0.34 deg. An error in additive constant would result in an equivalent error in target position during stabilization. For repeat determinations of the straight ahead position separated by 1.5 -2.0 s, the average value of the absolute magnitude of change within a pair was 0.14 -0.25 deg.
It should be emphasized that high quality target stabilization is of concern in the t-fovea condition, and in the t-jump condition with visual feedback of 0. Quality of stabilization is less important in the t-jump condition with visual feedback of − 0.2 and −0.4, since the feedback results in target retinal-slip (see above).
Data analysis
Processing and analysis of eye position and velocity were performed using an interactive computer program (see Wyatt, Pola, Fortune, & Posner (1994) ). The eye position record for each trial was differentiated (the difference between successive samples was used) and the resulting velocity record digitally smoothed using a 5-bin Fourier -Lanczos filter with a corner at 20 Hz (Hamming, 1977) . In combination with the 125 Hz analog filter and the filtering during data extraction (see above), this produced some distortion of higher-frequency components of eye movements. However, it was found earlier (Wyatt, Pola, & Lustgarten, 1989 ) that these effects are insignificant in the portion of the power spectrum below about 10 Hz, which is the range contributing significantly to smooth eye movements (Bahill & McDonald, 1983) . Since filtering at these frequencies can distort abrupt changes, the effect on latencies of our recorded responses was assessed. Initiation of a pursuit eye movement is a ramplike change in eye position; the effect of the filtering on numerical ramps was found to alter the apparent latency by 1 ms or less.
Saccades were detected, deleted and replaced by straight-line segments. We routinely use 'jerk' to detect saccades; the third derivative of eye position is a good indicator of saccade initiation -even for small saccades in the presence of large smooth movementswhen velocity and acceleration are not reliable (Wyatt, 1998) .
We determined average smooth eye velocity for each subject in all experimental conditions. In addition, average velocity was used to define several details of the subjects' responses: (1) In the t-jump condition (with 0 feedback) we found the mean of each subject's smooth velocity over a 0.25 s interval (i.e. averaging over 50 velocity samples) both before the target jumped away from the fovea and shortly after the jump. The before interval was 0.25 -0.0 s before target-jump, and the after interval was 0.375 -0.625 s after. Thus, the before interval occurred during ongoing pursuit, and the after interval occurred well after any transient response to target jump. (2) In the t-jump condition (with 0, − 0.2, − 0.4, and −1.0 feedback), we found the mean of each subject's velocity over a 0.10 s interval (i.e. averaging over 20 samples), this interval centered on 1.5 s after trial onset. (3) We also made a determination of mean latency of the pursuit response (across all subjects) to target-jump in each condition. This was done by visual examination of the average eye velocity records. In most cases there was a clear and sharp transition from ongoing pursuit to a decrease in pursuit velocity.
Subjects
Four naive subjects (three female and one male) and one experienced subject participated in these experiments (emmetropic to 6 D myopic). Several additional subjects served in early pilot studies. When necessary, an appropriate correcting lens was placed in front of a subject's viewing eye.
Results
T-ramp and t-fo6ea conditions
Eye position and velocity during a single trial in the t-ramp condition (closed-loop visual feedback of − 1.0) are shown in Fig. 1 for one subject (S1), and average eye velocities (average of about 10 trials for both rightward and leftward eye movement -see Section 2) in the t-ramp condition are presented in Fig. 2 for S1 Fig. 2 . Average smooth eye velocity (solid traces) in the t-ramp condition. Both rightward and leftward responses are presented for two subjects (S1 and S3) from the beginning of the trial (onset of target ramp-motion) until roughly the end. S1's pursuit initiation velocity tended to show overshoot and oscillation whereas S3's initiation showed little of this. A model of the smooth pursuit system (Fig. 8 ) is able to roughly simulate (short-dashed traces) both S1's and S3's initiation responses. Rightward and leftward responses are presented for four subjects starting 1 s into the trial (when the target stepped to the fovea). The number and percentage of trials used to form averages in the t-fovea condition for each subject were: S1, 4 (40%); S2, 5 (50%); S3, 5 (50%); S4, 5 (50%). Model simulations are shown by short-dashed traces. As a reference, responses in the t-ramp condition are also presented with medium-dashed traces.
condition for four subjects (rightward and leftward eye movement), beginning 1 s after onset of ramp targetmotion (i.e. at the moment that the target stepped to the fovea). In each graph the solid traces are actual eye velocity and the short-dashed traces are simulations (to be discussed below). The long-dashed traces are average values for the t-ramp condition, provided as a reference. Roughly speaking, the velocity decrease in the t-fovea condition can be regarded as exponential, where for all subjects the range of time-constants (rightward and leftward trials) was from 0.32 to 0.91, with a mean value of 0.489 0.20 (mean9 1 S.D.). Both range and mean are similar to what we have reported previously (Pola & Wyatt, 1997a) . However, a more accurate characterization of this response would be that it often contains two components: an initial rapid drop in velocity followed by a slower decrease in velocity. We have observed both the initial drop and slow decrease in previous work (Pola & Wyatt, 1997a) ; the initial drop seems to be caused by the target as it steps toward the fovea. However, the slow decrease occurs without any retinal slip or position error and thus appears to reflect characteristics of pursuit system internal dynamics (see Section 4). It should be noted that in the t-fovea condition, subjects had no sense that the target had stepped to the fovea and was stabilized there. In such trials they typically thought that the target was slowing.
Trials selected for inclusion in average responses in the t-fovea condition (see Fig. 3 caption) had a smooth decrease in velocity without blinks or saccades. A smooth decrease was a good indicator that the target was accurately stabilized at the fovea: blinks caused the target to jump away from the fovea, and the presence of saccades suggest that there was a target position error. (Saccades in the direction of smooth movement suggest that the target was ahead of the fovea, while saccades opposite to the smooth movement suggest that the target was behind the fovea.)
Mean response latency in the t-fovea condition from the moment the target stepped to the fovea until the onset of deceleration (averaged across subjects and rightward and leftward trials) was 1359 7 ms (mean 9 1 S.D.).
Target-jump condition
Eye position and velocity during single trials in the t-jump condition (from the beginning to about the end) are shown in Fig. 4 for S1, and average velocities from 1 s into the trial (i.e. when the target jumped ahead of the fovea) are presented in Fig. 5 for each of four subjects. The solid traces in Fig. 5 are t-jump velocities and the long-dashed traces are t-ramp velocities. For clarity, corresponding model simulations are shown later in Fig. 9 . Onset of eye movement in the t-jump condition often involved velocity oscillation (Fig. 4) as and one other subject (S3). [For ease of presentation we refer to the pursuit in these experiments as rightward or leftward, but strictly speaking, since we were recording from the left eye, rightward should be regarded as nasal and leftward, as temporal]. The records in both figures show eye movement from the beginning of the trial (defined as onset of ramp target-motion -see Section 2) to approximately the end, providing examples of typical pursuit initiation and maintenance observed in these experiments. The solid traces in Fig. 2 represent actual velocities, and the short-dashed traces are model simulated velocities to be discussed below. For both subjects, initiation of smooth eye movement began at or just before the onset of ramp velocity. These anticipatory movements were probably a consequence of the manner in which each experimental trial began (see Section 4). S1 showed rapid velocity increase, velocity overshoot, and subsequent 'damped' oscillation, whereas S3 showed slow velocity increase with little or no overshoot/oscillation. S1's 'rapid' response versus S3's 'slower' response are indicative of two general types of pursuit initiation behavior that occurred in this experiment and also in previous studies (Wyatt et al., 1994) .
Initiation of smooth pursuit in the t-fovea condition began much like that in the t-ramp condition (Fig. 1) , however, after the target stepped to the fovea with 0 visual-feedback (open-loop stimulus with target stabilized at the fovea), smooth eye velocity decreased to zero. Fig. 3 shows average smooth velocity in this above. However, when the target jumped ahead of the fovea, smooth eye movement varied according to the amount of visual feedback. In the t-jump condition with 0 feedback (open-loop stimulus), the target jumped 3 deg ahead of the fovea and remained stabilized there. Shortly after the jump, smooth eye velocity decreased and then remained at a lower but relatively constant velocity for the remainder of the trial. The value of eye velocity just before and shortly after target jump (0 feedback) is given in Fig. 6 , showing quantitatively the amount of eye velocity decrease. [It should be noted that S2's t-jump (0 feedback) velocity decreased not only after the target jump but also toward the end of the trial, probably as a result of the subject anticipating trial termination. S2's t-ramp velocity similarly decreased.] Mean response latency in the t-jump condition with 0 feedback, from the time of the jump until the velocity decrease (all subjects, rightward and leftward trials), was 1859 28 ms. Note that this latency was larger than that in the t-fovea condition (above).
Typically, subjects in the t-jump condition (0 feedback) made saccadic eye movements along with smooth Fig. 6 . Eye velocity, both rightward and leftward, in the t-jump condition before target-jump and after target-jump (feedback = 0). Each point is the mean of a subject's velocity over an interval of 0.25 s, with the 'before' interval starting 0.25 s before target-jump, and the 'after' interval starting 0.375 s after (see Section 2).The vertical lines show 9 1 S.D. two of the subjects (S1 and S4), the rapid decrease with − 0.2 and −0.4 feedback ended with some overshoot or oscillation. A rapid decrease in velocity may also have occurred with − 1.0 feedback, but is not distinct from subsequent 'slow' decrease since the eye approached zero velocity so quickly. The decrease with −1.0 feedback occurred without any clear overshoot or oscillation, in line with previous findings (Robinson et al., 1986; Luebke & Robinson, 1988; Huebner et al., 1992) . The light vertical line in each graph of Fig. 5 gives a rough estimate of the demarcation point between the rapid and slow decrease. We believe that when the target jumped 3 deg ahead of the fovea, the initial rapid decrease came from the same mechanism, whether visual-feedback was negative or zero (see Section 4).
Generally speaking, the characteristics of each subject's decrease in velocity were similar for both rightward and leftward smooth eye movements. An exception to this was S3, who had a less rapid decrease with rightward than with leftward movement. However, there were differences between the velocities for different subjects. For S1 and S2, the initial rapid decrease was followed by a slow smooth decrease towards zero velocity. S3's rightward response was similar to this, but the subject's leftward response consisted of a large rapid decrease followed by an exceptionally slow decrease, a near-constant-velocity movement. S4 responded initially, both rightward and leftward, with a large rapid decrease, and then with a very slow decrease for the remainder of the trial. It should be noted that this 'near-constant-velocity' smooth eye movement occurred in spite of the fact that, with negative visualfeedback, the offset between fo6ea and target decreased with retinal slip opposing the eye mo6ement. This suggests that target position was an important stimulus in the t-jump condition with − 0.2 and − 0.4 feedback as well as with 0 feedback (see Section 4). Mean response latency with negative feedback (−0.2, − 0.4, and − 1.0) from the time of target-jump until velocity decrease (all subjects, rightward and leftward trials) was 1699 34 ms. This latency is about the same as that in the t-jump condition (0 feedback), and larger than in the t-fovea condition.
Discussion
Pursuit responses in the target-ramp condition
Initiation of smooth pursuit eye movement began at or before the onset of the target ramp-motion (Fig. 2) . In fact, this was a feature of pursuit initiation for most subjects in all experimental trials. These anticipatory movements were undoubtedly a consequence of the design of the beginning of each trial: to obtain a 30 deg pursuit (Fig. 4) , although in some trials only smooth movement occurred. In contrast to the saccade-free movement in the t-fovea condition, these saccades were unsuccessful attempts to close down the large error between fovea and target. Constant velocity pursuit of the target stabilized 3 deg ahead of the fovea shows the influence of target position as a stimulus for smooth pursuit (see Section 4).The most important results presented in Figs. 4 and 5 are the characteristics of smooth eye velocity as negative visual feedback was increased. For all subjects, two main features of these data are: (1) eye velocity began to decrease shortly after the target jumped ahead of the fovea at all values of negative visual feedback, and (2) overall velocity became lower and eye velocity tended to approach zero more quickly as the value of negative feedback increased. The relation between smooth eye velocity and visual feedback is highlighted in Fig. 7 , where velocity, 1.5 s after the trial onset, is plotted against the value of feedback. This figure shows that, consistent with the eye velocity traces, smooth velocity became lower as negative feedback varied from 0 to − 1.0.
The decrease in smooth eye velocity (Fig. 5) at each negative feedback value might be seen as roughly exponential, but closer examination suggests that it often occurred in two stages: an initial rapid decrease in eye velocity, followed by a slower decrease. This is most clear for S1 (rightward and leftward), S2 (rightward), S3 (leftward) and S4 (rightward and leftward), especially with feedback of − 0.2 and −0.4. For at least excursion of target ramp-motion (915 deg with respect to the subjects' '0 deg' eye position), the target initially stepped 15 to the right or left of center position, after which the target ramp-motion was always opposite to the step direction. Although pursuit initiation direction was predictable, the mode of subsequent pursuit behavior was not, since for each direction of ramp-motion there were nine different types of trials, randomly mixed within an experimental session.
Responses in the t-fo6ea (open-loop) condition
After the target stepped to the fovea (and was stabilized there), eye velocity typically dropped slightly and then slowly decreased. We have suggested (Pola & Wyatt, 1997a ) that this initial drop in velocity comes from the target step. Since eye position typically lags behind target position, the step is usually back toward the fovea generating a brief velocity signal opposing the pursuit movement. A similar drop in velocity in monkey was found by Krauzlis and Miles (1996) . The slow decrease in smooth eye velocity has an exponential form that we believe comes from the action of a positive feedback loop (encircling second-order dynamics) within the smooth pursuit system (Pola & Wyatt, 1997a) .
In experiments with monkeys, Morris and Lisberger (1987) found that smooth eye velocity slowly decreased when a target stepped to the fovea and became stabilized. However, the monkeys' time-constants ranged from 1.4 to 50 s (see Pola & Wyatt (1997a) ), clearly much larger than those in our studies. The reason for this difference is unclear, but there may be a difference in the gain of a positive feedback loop in humans and monkeys (Pola & Wyatt, 1997a) . Nevertheless, the fact that a decrease was found for both humans and monkeys suggests that similar mechanisms are involved.
Responses in the target-jump condition
Zero 6isual feedback (open-loop condition)
When the target jumped ahead of the fovea with 0 visual feedback (target eccentrically stabilized), eye velocity initially decreased and then continued at roughly constant velocity. This pursuit continuation is in contrast to the decrease in velocity that occurred in the t-fovea condition, suggesting that besides the workings of pursuit internal dynamics, some stimulus was also driving smooth pursuit. Since the target was stabilized with no retinal slip, the stimulus must have been target position, i.e. target offset relative to the fovea. Target position has been shown to be a stimulus for human smooth pursuit using open-loop square-wave target motion (Pola & Wyatt, 1980) and closed-loop steps (Wyatt & Pola, 1981) ; and for monkey pursuit using open-loop steps (Morris & Lisberger, 1987 ) and combinations of open-loop steps and ramps (Segraves & Goldberg, 1994) .
Negati6e 6isual feedback (closed-loop conditions)
What was responsible for the characteristics of eye velocity following target jump (Figs. 4 and 5) when negative visual feedback was present? With negative feedback, the eye tended to 'catch-up' to the target, and as negative feedback increased, the overall rate of catch-up increased. In other words, negative visual feedback caused target 'retinal-slip' toward the fovea. Retinal slip toward the fovea would seem to be involved in slowing down the eye. However, the characteristics of the eye velocity suggest the presence of at least two or three other stimuli: With feedback of −0.2 and − 0.4, the decrease in eye velocity can be seen as consisting of an initial rapid drop in velocity followed by a slower decrease (see Section 3). The initial rapid decrease may in part come from the action of negative feedback (i.e. target retinal-slip toward the fovea), but may also be a result of the target jumping ahead of the fovea (see below). At the endpoint of the rapid decrease, overshoot and oscillation sometimes occurred, especially in the records of S1 and S2. This might be the consequence of pursuit dynamics with a sudden change in pursuit velocity (Luebke & Robinson, 1988) . The subsequent slow decrease for S1 and S2, and 'near constant velocity' movement for S3 and S4, suggests that the smooth pursuit system was also responding to target offset from the fovea, just as with the target stabilized ahead of the fovea. In other words, during the slow decrease, target position appears to have played an important role as stimulus.
With normal − 1.0 visual feedback, there was also a rapid decrease in velocity, but it was never followed by oscillation or overshoot (Fig. 5) . This is similar to results of Robinson and co-workers (Robinson et al., 1986; Luebke & Robinson, 1988) and those of Huebner et al. (1992) . It should be noted that the rapid decrease is similar to the initial decrease with feedback of −0.2 and −0.4, and our analysis (see Section 4.4.2) suggests that the same mechanisms are involved in both. Recently, Krauzlis and Miles (1996) , using monkeys, found that predictable target jump ahead of the fovea during pursuit (feedback of −1.0) did not cause oscillation, whereas unpredictable jump did. In the present study, however, target-jump ahead of the fovea (− 1.0 feedback) occurred unpredictably (with a probability of about 0.08) without causing oscillation. The reason for the difference between Krauzlis and Miles' findings and ours may come, at least in part, from target-jump size: our target-jump was always 3 deg and theirs was only 1.5 deg. In line with this suggestion, some pilot studies of ours using a 1 deg target-jump showed oscillation.
A model of the smooth pursuit system
Model structure and parameters
The above discussion suggests that the pursuit system responses, with target jump and negative feedback, reflect the operation of both target velocity and position input mechanisms, together with a positive feedback loop. To account for these responses we offer a model in Fig. 8 , a substantially elaborated version of a model of the pursuit system presented earlier by Pola and Wyatt (1997a) . System input is target position T (in space), and the input mechanism consists of a targetposition channel in parallel with a target-velocity channel. The position channel consists of two components: a simple saturation non-linearity followed by gain constant b. The non-linearity gives maximum response when a target is located at or beyond some distance (x-max) from the fovea. Several experiments support the existence of this sort of saturation (Neary, 1986; Neary, Pola, & Wyatt, 1987; Morris & Lisberger, 1987) . The velocity channel consists of four components: differentiator s; a saturation non-linearity with maximum response occurring at or beyond velocity 6-max; gain constant a; and G(x), representing non-linear decrease in target velocity signal as a function of target eccentricity from the fovea. Velocity saturation in smooth pursuit is well known (Meyer, Lasker, & Robinson, 1985) and decrease in smooth pursuit response with target eccentricity has been suggested by a number of studies (Lisberger & Westbrook, 1985; Tychsen & Lisberger, 1986 ). The expression that we used for the relation of velocity signal to target eccentricity is:
where G low is the minimum gain eccentric to the fovea, x is retinal locus, x h is the retinal target eccentricity at which gain falls halfway from 1 to G low , and exponent v indicates the rate of change in gain from fovea to eccentric retina (large v indicates a steep slope and small v, a shallow slope). A schematic of the type of curve this function yields is shown in the lower portion of Fig. 8 where the horizontal retina is represented by x, and fovea is given by the vertical intersecting the horizontal line. We have employed this function previously (Pola, Wyatt, & Lustgarten, 1995) in a model used to simulate eye movements that occur when subjects suppress optokinetic nystagmus during fixation of a target. Internal dynamics of the model are specified by time constants T 1 and T 2 , giving a second order system. These dynamics are enclosed by a positive feedback loop with gain i. (Switch S p , located in the positive feedback loop, is discussed below.) Positive feedback is suggested by numerous pursuit related phenomena: e.g. perception of motion during pursuit (Yasui & Young, 1975; Wyatt & Pola, 1979; , stability of pursuit tracking (Robinson et al., Fig. 8 . Model of the smooth pursuit system used to account for smooth pursuit responses: p-max, position-channel maximum response; b, position-channel gain; s, differentiator; 6-max, velocity channel maximum response; a, velocity-channel gain; G(x), velocity non-linearity (as a function of retinal locus); T 1 , T 2 , time-constants; i, positive feedback-loop gain; 1/s, integrator; h, negative feedback-loop gain; t 1 , t 2 , internal system delays; S p , positive feedback-loop switch. p represents a signal to reduce velocity channel gain a, and is activated when target velocity in space drops below some threshold value. For model responses in Figs. 2, 3 and 9 , the values of a, b, x-max, i, threshold velocity for p, and parameters included in G(x) were determined for each subject (see Table 1 ) using an optimization procedure , while values of the time-constants and system delays were fixed: T 1 = 0.1; T 2 = 0.001; t 1 = 0.095 s; t 2 =0.01 s. Switch S p remained closed in all conditions during pursuit and pursuit velocity decrease. For model responses in Fig. 10 , all of the parameters above were optimized (see Table 2 ). However, these responses involve a transient opening of switch S p where 'open-switch time' of S p , time-constant T 1 , and pursuit response-latency t 1 also varied from one subject to another (Table 2 ).
1986), high open-loop pursuit gain (Pola & Wyatt, 1983) , and differences between pursuit termination with and without target presence (Pola & Wyatt, 1997a) . An integrator at the output end of the model produces eye position E (in space), and time delays in the forward path and the feedback loop are given by t 1 and t 2 , respectively. Negative feedback is represented by the external loop (dashed lines) in which the h assumes values from 0 to − 1.0. The second order dynamics produce pursuit initiation oscillation much like that exhibited by the actual smooth pursuit system. However, these dynamics can also produce oscillation with pursuit termination. To prevent this, signal p reduces velocity gain a when the target velocity in space drops below some threshold value.
Model response
An optimization procedure was used to fit the model's response to each subject's smooth movement. [Optimization was accomplished with a Monte Carlo technique. An initial set of parameter values was guessed, and parameters were then repeatedly randomized within a plausible window around the current value of each parameter. The metric used was the integrated squared difference between the model response and the subject's response summed over all experimental conditions. The optimization minimized this metric. (By this means, a single set of parameters was obtained for each subject.) As optimization progressed, the window for randomization of each parameter was progressively narrowed. Optimization was guided interactively, and unrealistic fits with good metric values were rejected. The process was continued until further improvement occurred only rarely. (We have not attempted to determine the best possible fit; the goal was a reasonably good fit of model to data.)] In essence, this procedure found a single set of model parameters for each subject in attempting to simulate the features of the subject's smooth eye velocity in all the experimental conditions. Model parameter values for each subject are presented in Table 1 , and corresponding model outputs are shown for t-ramp and t-fovea trials by the short-dashed lines in Figs. 2 and 3 , and for the t-jump trials by the dark solid traces in Fig. 9 . It should be noted that certain parameters remained fixed, especially t 1 , which corresponds to pursuit response latency. Positive feedback loop switch S p , was not used in these simulations and can be regarded as closed.
In the t-ramp condition, the model's responses are similar to the subjects' (Fig. 2) , with overshoot and oscillation for S1 but essentially no overshoot for S3. The presence or absence of overshoot is determined by amount of gain in both the velocity channel and positive feedback loop, value of the time constants, and duration of time delays. An important feature of the model for all subjects is that target velocity gain a is larger than position gain b during both pursuit onset and maintenance with target ramp-motion (see Table 1 ).
The model's velocity decrease in the t-fovea condition is similar to the subjects' (Fig. 3) . This response comes from a signal (generated from input stimuli before the target had jumped to the fovea) that diminishes as it cycles through the positive feedback loop.
Simulations in the t-jump condition at each feedback value (Fig. 9 ) resemble overall features of the subjects' eye movements, especially after the initial decrease in velocity. For example, model velocities for S1 (rightward) range from approximately 10 to 0 deg/s, as do the actual velocities, whereas model velocities for S3 Table 1 Parameters determined by optimization procedure for the model of the smooth pursuit system (shown in Fig. 8 a All of the parameters are defined explicitly in the text with the exception of two: a (reduced by p) is the value of velocity gain a after being reduced by p; threshold vel. for p is threshold target velocity in space that activates signal p. Parameters are given for both rightward (R) and leftward (L) pursuit for each of four subjects. It should be noted that values of time constants T 1 and T 2 in the model were fixed at 0.10 and 0.01 s, and time-delays t 1 and t 2 were fixed at 0.095 and 0.010 s. Model output corresponding to actual pursuit responses is presented in Figs. 2, 3 and 9.
(leftward) range from roughly −5 to 0 deg/s, again similar to actual velocities. In the t-jump condition with 0 visual feedback, the model's initial decrease in eye velocity is caused by the loss of target retinal-slip velocity, and subsequent relatively steady velocity is a response to target position. The high steady velocity for S1, for example, comes from a combination of relatively high position channel and positive feedback gain, and the lower velocity for S3 comes from combined low position and positive feedback gain (see Table 1 ). With visual feedback of −0.2 and −0.4 (Fig. 9) , the model's response reflects the combined influence of the velocity and position channels and their non-linearities. The model's initial decrease in eye velocity comes from target retinal slip towards the fovea, opposed to the direction of eye movement. However, as the eye slows down, velocity channel gain decreases (due to the action of p) and becomes smaller than position channel gain (see Table 1 ), i.e. target position as stimulus increases in importance relati6e to target 6elocity. A consequence of this is that target position is able to prolong the ongoing eye movement in spite of opposing retinal slip. The model's response to target position is especially evident for S1 (rightward), S3 (rightward and leftward), and S4 (rightward and leftward) where after about 1.5 s the decrease in velocity is very small. With − 1.0 feedback the model's decrease in velocity is roughly exponential, and goes to zero relatively quickly (Fig. 9) . Nevertheless, the mechanism guiding the response towards pursuit termination is the same as with − 0.2 and −0.4 feedback, involving target position as a stimulus. [The reader might conclude that since the model has nine free parameters, it is possible to optimize its response to fit almost any sort of eye movement. This is far from true. For example, the model's response when the target jumps to fovea and is stabilized there (the t-fovea response), can only occur in an exponential manner. This features of the model's openloop behavior, together with fixed time delays, constrain what the model in general is able to do, as is clear from the fact that the decrease in velocity in the t-jump conditions is typically slower than the actual response (Fig. 9) , in spite of optimization. Nevertheless, besides some of the primary characteristics of actual pursuit in this study, such as the response to target position, the data do show substantial variation from subject to subject. This variation has to come from somewhere in or about the pursuit system, and likely parameters include gain and saturation of velocity and position channels, gain of positive feedback loop, and forward path time constant. Unfortunately, how much these parameters actually vary and effect behavior is currently unclear, but perhaps the sort of model we present here might spur interest in research of such issues. It should be noted, though, that the value of a given model parameter, and the relative values of parameters (Table 1) , is similar across subjects.] While the model's response captures important features of the decrease in pursuit velocity, it fails to show the initial rapid decrease in velocity. This lack is seen in the simulations for all subjects, but especially in the simulations for S1 (right) and S4 (right and left). We have suggested that in the t-fovea condition, an initial drop in velocity comes from the target step to the fovea, providing a brief velocity signal opposed to the direction of pursuit (see above; also Pola & Wyatt (1997a) ). However, in the t-jump condition, regardless of visual feedback, the target jumped 3 deg ahead of the fovea and thus, if anything, might be expected to create a velocity signal in the direction of pursuit, increasing (not decreasing) eye velocity. In other experiments (Pola & Wyatt, 1997a) , we have shown that if the pursuit target suddenly disappears during ongoing pursuit, eye velocity goes to zero very quickly (~: 0.1 s). This is much faster than, for example, in the t-fovea condition (~:0.5 s). Our explanation for the velocity drop following target disappearance is that disappearance 'opens' a switch, represented by S p in the positive feedback-loop (see Fig. 8 ), decreasing the time constant of the system response from its usual value of about 0.5 sec to the value given by the dynamics underlying the positive feedback, namely, 0.1 s. In other words, a visible target is required for the feedback loop to function. A possibility, therefore, is that in the t-jump condition, when the target jumps ahead of the fovea, the smooth pursuit system briefly reacts as if the target has disappeared, i.e. target-jump ahead transiently opens S p in the positive feedback loop, and for that brief time, the response time-constant decreases. To explore this, we used our optimization procedure to simulate both the rapid as well as the slow decrease, but model parameters were expanded to include 'openswitch time' of S p and time constant T 1 (which determines the rate of rapid decrease). In addition, model response latency to target-jump was fixed according to each subject's actual latency. Thus, these simulations were essentially the same as those in (Fig. 10) is that an initial fast decrease in velocity is clearly visible with visual feedback of 0 and − 0.2, but tends to be masked by increasing amounts of feedback, similar to the actual responses. Especially notable is that the model's fast decrease with − 1.0 feedback resembles the actual data (in contrast to the model's response in Fig. 9) . The model's subsequent slow responses are remarkably like the subject's data. For example, for S4, the model's 0 feedback velocity is essentially constant to the end of the trial; and for S3, S4 and S5, model velocity with − 0.2 and − 0.4 feedback decreases very slowly. These responses, as above, reflect the significance of target position as a stimulus with little resistance from opposing target retinal slip (see Table 2 ).
To summarize, the model simulates many important features of pursuit behavior in the present experiments. This suggests that both target velocity and position are stimuli for smooth pursuit, but that target position's importance increases as pursuit velocity decreases and during pursuit termination.
Other models
Robinson and co-workers (Robinson et al., 1986; Luebke & Robinson, 1988) suggested that pursuit initiation is generated by a pursuit system with oscillatory internal dynamics whereas termination comes from a separate fixation system. Their pursuit model has two 'internal' feedback loops, a positive loop enclosing a negative loop. The model tracks ramp target-motion (in the closed-loop condition) with gain close to 1.0, and its response, according to our analysis, is the same when the target jumps 3 deg ahead of the fovea and is stabilized (our t-jump condition, visual feedback of 0) or steps to the fovea and is stabilized there (our t-fovea condition): in both cases the eye continues at approximately pre-jump velocity. In contrast, our model and results show that with ramp target-motion, pursuit gain ranges from 0.7 to 0.9 (see Tables 1 and 2 ; also Pola & Wyatt (1997a) ); when the target jumps ahead with stabilization, eye velocity decreases rapidly and then more slowly; and when the target steps to the fovea, eye velocity gradually decreases to zero (see Figs. 3 and 5; also Pola & Wyatt (1997a) ). Huebner et al. (1992) presented a model in which pursuit initiation oscillation comes from two internal feedback loops (as in Robinson et al. (1986) ), while pursuit termination comes from a fixation system consisting of an input velocity channel and first order dynamics. Both model components are encircled by the same positive feedback loop. During pursuit termination a switch disables smooth pursuit and activates fixation. Fixation dynamics account for the exponential decrease in velocity when the target jumps 3 deg ahead of the fovea with visual feedback of − 1.0. However, the model cannot generate pursuit behavior seen with smaller values of visual feedback: without a switch to disable the positive feedback loop it cannot produce the initial rapid drop in velocity, and without a target position input channel (and associated non-linearities), it cannot make the near constant velocity response that often occurred in the t-jump condition with visual feedback of − 0.2 and − 0.4 (Figs. 9 and 10 ).
Krauzlis and co-workers (Krauzlis & Lisberger, 1994; Krauzlis & Miles, 1996) have also developed a model to account for initiation and termination of pursuit. This model includes velocity, acceleration and motion transient input channels, and a positive feedback loop encircling first order dynamics. To eliminate oscillation during pursuit termination, the value of a central gain component either decreases slightly (Krauzlis & Miles, 1996) or becomes zero (Krauzlis & Lisberger, 1994) . This model is able to simulate pursuit termination when the pursuit target jumps ahead of the fovea, both predictably and non-predictably, with visual feedback of − 1.0. However, the model's central gain component (due to its location) effects both input and positive feedback in the same way at the same time. Without the separable influence of components such as S p and p, it cannot produce an initial fast component with no sensory input effect, as is the case, for example, in the t-jump condition with 0 visual feedback. (An important feature of our model is that while its response following target jump involves both S p and p, the influence of S p on the response is separable from that of p. Thus, when S p is open it disables positive feedback but has no influence on sensory input, whereas p, via its effect on velocity gain a, reduces sensory input without any influence on positive feedback.) In addition, without a position channel it cannot show the responses in the t-jump condition with feedback of − 0.2 and −0.4, or with feedback of 0. Table 2 Parameters determined by optimization procedure for the model of the smooth pursuit system (Fig. 8) Table 1 , two additional parameters were optimized: open-switch time (Dt s) for S p and the value of time-constant T 1 . As before, time constant T 2 and time delays t 1 and t 2 were fixed. The parameters are for rightward pursuit only. The model output compared with actual pursuit responses is presented in Fig. 10. 
Model implications
Although these experiments are about pursuit decrease in velocity and pursuit termination, our model and data -specifically, the presence of target position as a stimulus just after the target jumps ahead of the fovea -provide support for the view that target position serves as a stimulus during pursuit initiation and maintenance (Pola & Wyatt, 1980; Wyatt & Pola, 1981; Morris & Lisberger, 1987; Segraves & Goldberg, 1994) . The model also suggests that reduced velocity gain and a relatively strong position response may result whenever smooth movement occurs at low velocity (B2-5 deg/s), and thus, for example, during low velocity smooth movement initiation and maintenance. This is in line with the suggestion by Luebke and Robinson (1988) that the mechanisms governing moderate versus low velocity smooth movement are different. Nevertheless, the role of target position as a pursuit stimulus is not without controversy (Rashbass, 1961; Morris and Lisberger, 1987; Kowler, 1991) . In the classic experiment of Rashbass (1961) , for example, pursuit movement followed the ramp component of step-ramp stimulus motion and thus seemed to respond to target velocity, not position. Another study (Morris & Lisberger, 1987) showed that monkeys could not initiate pursuit when target position (in the open-loop condition) was the only stimulus. On the other hand, increased pursuit reaction time with a step-ramp compared with a simple ramp raises the possibility that the pursuit system does 'notice' target position (Robinson, 1965) . Also, monkeys trained to 'attend' to a pursuit target were subsequently able to initiate pursuit with target position alone (Neary, 1986) .
The findings presented here raise the possibility that the smooth pursuit and fixation systems are not wholly distinct. According to our model, the primary change in the transition from pursuit to fixation is the velocity gain decrease. Presumably, the reverse (velocity gain increase) occurs as a subject goes from fixation to pursuit. In previous studies, we suggested that velocity gain may be related to attention . Perhaps, as one moves from pursuit to fixation (or close to fixation: i.e., low smooth velocity), the decrease in gain may be related to a change in the mode of attending. Few models of fixation have been put forth, but in recent work (Pola et al., 1995) , we were able to simulate fixation of a target, presented against sinusoidal field motion, with a model having a velocity non-linearity G(x) similar to the one that we used here. What is interesting is that values of G low and v are similar for pursuit and fixation (G low (pursuit) = 0.389 0.27, G low (fixation)= 0.32 90.16; v(pursuit) = 1.969 0.76, v(fixation)= 2.81 91.61), while x h is clearly different (x h (pursuit)= 1.77 9 0.21, x h (fixation) = 0.0990.02). These parameters suggest that while velocity responses for both pursuit and fixation are similar in the periphery, decrease in pursuit gain from fovea to periphery is more gradual than decrease in fixation gain. Thus, pursuit termination may involve an attentionally-controlled change in both gain and in the spatial distribution of visual signal processing relative to the fovea.
Note added in proof
Perhaps the only study that offers a quantitative model of the slow eye movement system for fixation is by de Bie and van den Brink, (1986) . Based on a series of experiments, their model includes a velocity channel, a position channel, and a positive feedback loop. Their model was able to simulate their slow movement data only when the model's velocity channel gain was smaller than the position channel gain; mean velocity gain (for four subjects) for horizontal slow movement was 0.41, and position gain was 0.92. These values are similar to what we found during pursuit deceleration and termination, at least those values given in Table 2 . The concurrence of the findings from two very different studies provides evidence for the view that the mechanisms for pursuit are also used during visual fixation.
